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As a\ lecturer in the department of Dramatic Art, Uni.versity
of Ife,
/

/

,.

Omotoso has directed and acted in nume~ous plays .including his award' \\

'·

winning unpublishe~ play, Pitched Against the Gods, Ikare, Deen Playhouse,
/

./

{

Ansaruddeen G'rammar School, Ikare, March-April 1969 and The Last Competition,

././

I

.-/

,,

/
/

Lagos, ,-Open Theatre of the Natiqrial
Theatre, Iganmu, 25-2} -·November 1983.
/ . __
/'

/ ·, Omuti Recently he adapted and di~ected Lanke
/'

/

I

/

. ~-

\\'-

-~

·----

/ '

·;,
a multi-lingua:r----mlaptation

/,/

after Amos Tutuola's ,The Palmwine Drinkard and Kola Ogunmola's Yoruba opera
Lanke Omu.

///

>·<

Th/ University of Ife theatre toured ~ajar theatres in Nigeria
/

··...

,_

with this ad~;tation in 1985.

He has .also written a series of television

'-,""'

p l r h e Nigerian Television Authority (NTA), Akure (198~-1~3) and pre-

',.
7ously for the former Weste~ Nigeria Television (WNTV), Ibadan.

'"'

'

OTHER
The Indigenous for National Development co-edited with G.O. Onibonoje and
2

O.A . Lawal (Ibadan:

..
He also contrib,uted a chap~er titled

Onibonoje, 1976).

I
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One of them

',

'·,,

)

Omotoso

........._ _

has also'· edited or co-edited short-lived··-series and j ou~nals.
.........,,.
',
........

' •,, __ _______

"was the Newspririt, Fiction Series, which he pub l ished private l y and in which

\

',_

'

~,,

/

............................

his ·short stories, "A Feast in the Time of Plague , Tl

/'~::._:

" This ' G-irl Sunshin e 1 '

__

.

\

-.._.

and "With Comic Commencement" appec!-_r ed in February 1983 .,/ In t h e sev enties
.
•,
/
./
',,
/
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~""'·-....
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and early eigh ti~s.·,?,~ coedi tediwi
th/ uni versi.tJ~___c ~_
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ku I e

Of'vt._ o f oso

~JPaj@:1".cliY;:dr. Afit+e?Ted s.i.}cteen ye:axs agfl;, belongs to, and indeed personifies, the

/ ..

ov-.+.s...q-fsecond generation of Nigerian writers.

9"/ n

He began from t he.em.et to addres s~'""/\_

}-:'
home audience, often using local publishers and "1¢&Raliy employing an artistic
style that i s accessible to the common man.

He is a f earless social critic.,p

1)1\,ore
persistefltly us-mg MS creative writing and frequent appearances in the news(
M-t.

media ~resent the tragic situation of the common man ½fl

d

+

,'c.;z e
11 • cm &f the

c. ,..;

1 1 •I

Nigerian intellectual, political and business elites who are given to materialism and the perpetuation of neocolonialism.

I n spite of an asthmatic condition ,

Omotoso is an""Oiitaft&o~energetic individual, tire lessly attending to numerous
commitment s one of which involves promoting the i nterestSo f the Association of

1

-f-k,'s- .
Nigerian Authors (ANA).

He was National Secretary for~ association from its

served a.s ·L+.s
inception in 1981 till 1984) and ~ e e o t ele~~~~a ss-.National President

118"" - 8"1,
Let 199®) is a clear indication that the second generation of Nigerian writers
have come to full maturity.

at Oyemekun Grammar School, Akure (his home town) and at King's College , Lagos .
His degrees were obtained from the University of Ibadan (B.A. , French and Arabic,

1968) and the University of Edinburgh (Ph.D.,Modern Arabic Literature , 1972).
4

He lectured briefly(l972-76) at Ibadan before moving to the University of Ife.
,-:;>--·

\ VI,

/.,

Omotoso started writing qq~P~a•1:a::::ma~k~l~5;::=;:1=,~t~-~ti~f~e=e-while j.:;;c&aa primary
school~
;

The inspiration to write came both from listening in the

evenings to the telling of folktales during traditional family folktale
sessions and from observing his late uncle, Olaiya Fagbamigbe, who used to
write and publish in Yoruba.

Omotoso began by transcribing t he tales he had

'lJ. t,vd!S don e.
~ This ~ in Yoruba, his native

~ ------,c---;:;V"

heard.~ the pleasure of fellow pup~½'

f'(

t,

·

~

he~"-!:

tongue; but by the sixties when a:s- a secondary school pupil his stories
1

(.

/\.

Me~t({;

started appearing in Radio Times, Flamingo and other~, he like most Nigerian
writers of his generation had abandoned the mother tongue for English.

Omotoso,

whose father died while he was in primary school, has always been an adven~

turous individual.

This is evident in his selection of Arabic as major at
"--

~1.:~

the university even though h e ~ n o previous knowledge of

the language.

It is also manifest in his attempts at various times to do

creative writing in French and Arabic.

Omotoso's initial plan had been to

enter the foreign service but ~circumstances ~ompelled him to abandon
this ambition.
His first novel, The Edifice, was started in 1969) barely three months

5

after Omotoso enroled for graduate studies at Edinburgh.

½a..s

Writing the

s 11..~ d./

novel, Omotoso d4:-e@losed= E& Pet:o:1!!!"'41 zzar c th, was a therapeutic exercise
in coping with the hostile aspects of his new environment .

__i~relationship

It enabled

with his white wife, Daisy, especially on his return

µ-,'s
from Britain to Nigeria .

o~u+vto

v"--1..<!l

kes

~

hypocritical radicalism is also exposed.

yoocf u_s-e.

cr-F

Unlj \e Eel et JS!a1a1 erJ., Ch~ Dash £ails te ~ the irony in ~

fl.._,·s
charaeterization of De.k

h.,j

frofA.rftJ.,,_,":;f-.
&d srr0Ree1,1,ol, dcclar es the no

J 4 fa:iln

A

_.Q____

rec.0 ,cleci
Omotoso's second novel, The Combat, written in Nigeria,
reaction to the Nigerian civil war of 1967-70.

.Jii!8:S

,,.._

hi s

The issues raised in the

+ou..c C, Ed
v....f0-1
novel had been patti.a::n, e1rpresscd in two earlier short stories:

"The

and "Isaac" (later
included in the collection, Miracles and Other Stories),~ In the novel
Omotoso departs from the realistic method of The Edifice and employs the mode

of allegory to expose the absurdity of the .Nigerian civil war.

This he does

by depicting two bosom friends, Chuku and Ojo; who symboliz e the two sides in the

6

Q.....-/

_;.:;:, war .

The two m e n ~ compound the stup id ity of a frivolous

,,..', ( ,· far'<ti GOv.. f f,~f-;
personal quarrel by escalating it to an international '39tll:b~ . While
,··.

""
ridiculing the major participants in the combat, the author shows deep
I

rtcr.,,.-1.e-:-:

concern for the corrnnon man, represented by an orphan :c:::a:ti:e:d Isaac, who
becomes the victim of the absurd political game.

Even though ,.Cl;ier:y 1 Ba.oh

9-,...__ _,

~a;i:a.s£:o;f.::=a-:-:rcrss of conn-or3l=-i:e~vHe~r~s;;,y\1iuiltb~ooila:mnr:dd:-Ea~ld.l.!a'.$e~g¥o~r~3,=.·~mmdrd Omoto so faults

--

_./

~tero;e,.r 1. , £ £ ~ there

himself with "a complete failure of tone"
/

is no doubt that the novel works as an allegory.
story is brief and universally valid.

The gripping, suspenseful

Furthermore, it maintains a careful

balance between comedy and tiage~y/and its racy prose 14>a.l::: amuses

subtly

~~~t:at~]e~r~um11~1e~L~~=·:i;ea~s•sait:Pt

- '

-

lv\f

underscor;r the tragedy of its subject matter.

Omotoso's next publication is a collection entitled Miracles and Other
Stories.

Although all

v,..: t+~

;,,,

a.

~~x

stories in it focus on children eearae~ro Q

I A.rtJt,(,6-f.e

and are J :' g · e:ti :aH,; accessible to children, they are not ch ildren5
~

.
stories.

:,

Omotoso uses them to prick the conscience of his Nigerian adult

readers who are responsible for the neglect and tragic circumstancesof the

~=-~=~·=~~

children of the poot):btb:F.

7

The stories also address vital national

issues of primary concern to adults .

The title story, for instance,

5yA.-fft e5 ;z.;tt,g-

~ usable

sugges t ~€hes:.ii;_

+o

,Frv.,.~.
elements

.Ill'

both ~ s t and modern

tJ-c..Ci.:e Je.,.

-

1

+lv,k solv: ~o

contact with the West on the ~Femisc=-'6f self-reliance, a.-~&lut~~ the
problem of underdevelopment.

All the storie:z except "The Happy Bo~" which

is an allegorically composed modern folktale, are realistic.

4f..e

~

are brief,

vividly dramatic and totally absorbing.

Fella's Choice is Omotoso's attempt at starting an African tradition
in the genre of the detective novel.

It was fashioned after the James

B;nd,;'.eries and Omotoso's obje"tive was to win ~ig~rian yo::hJ~h~
1

de.+~cf1 ve
avidly read this genre of the novel away from -

+ ho""
1

c..

~stern& ~'Ill L and the
;:::.

ideology it propagates.

In Fella's Choice, Omotoso tempers the heroic

individualism characteristic of the ~stern
detective novel with an emphasis
/
/
.,-

on communal ethics.

Even though Fella ~emains the prime mover, the success
'

of his actions at critical moments always depends on the cooperative effort
of his gang as a united body.

AlsJthe novel's thematic preoccupation/~
z,...

patrictie i-mportance, afL;it concerns neutraliAing the anti-African designs

8

of the secret agents of apartheid South Africa1
~ re(4.fo115i ,~

hd--S f I,·+ ~J
I)

1

,\,l;\1Jorf°'-<-<l...
a

hefweevi

~ c s : 's eoe.ee~ w!i::tli Africa's past and its future - a recurrent
I\

01'11 o+Dso1~
theme i n ~ works

f-o c.,1,_ S

111-\~J or
becomes the ~

.r,re e @O'if Af i::ort in his next novel,

/\

Sacrifice.

In this narrative, set in Akure, Omotoso's home town, Dr. Siwaju

is faced with the moral predicament of practising as a medical doctor in
the same town as his motheljwho has refused to abandon the profession of
t1---,-..

prostitution from which she had earned the money to give him education.
/'

The

allegoric~ature of the narrative i s ~ made obvious in the dialoguer
and correspondence between Dr. Siwaju and Flor, his wife.

Africa, the

novel suggests, has first to understand and come tu terms with its past,
however sordid, before it can move forward.

The sto;y Jrendered in

o+

4/ ~"'-d M&.l<~~

I

ive
10 11_
naturalistic d e t a i ~ 7 p~ria~ly t1oes the first person narratirv/

~

~

is concerned with Dr. Siwaju's search for self-identity.

Omotoso's next work, a one-act play entitled The Curse, is in the
parabolic style.

A misused servant ove~thr~~s his rich, vulgar and sad~istic

V
master but immediately begins to behave in
The play is pessimistic and ambiguous.

9

).J±h!d

worse ~han the old masterrho...c

If it refers to history and power

aggrandisement on the part of successive ruling social classes, it has
unfortunately ignored the qualitative differences between these classes.

r~

~e~.s +-o

But its concern~ be with the situation in which some of those who
I\

fought together with others in a revolution sometimes turn round to hijack
power and pervert the revolution to serve personal goals.

There is limited

!O""' e

stylization in characterization and exaggeration in the use of details.

"'
The Scale is Omotoso's next attempt at the genre of the detect i ve
novel.

As in the first attempt, Omotoso jettisons individualism and

underscores cormnunalism as the basis of heroism.
most socialist work so far.

The novel is also Omotoso's

The hero, Barri, who at various stages ~n his
-

ideological development recalls Ofeyi and Demakin of Soyinka's Season of
"%:.

Anomy, organifies a commune of fighters in the fashion of Armah's Two
Thousand Seasons and defeats Chief Dani ran, an obvious symbolic represent ation
of the callous, rich exploiters of the poor in the society.

>A-ev

While echoing

,e., ,a__c,'-'. ie. ve.S

the two mentioned novels, The Scale gees.

Mi 1

II

r-,

s;rr

their artistic grandeur,

belonging as i:i.a~-.r~ra~o~-~2 ~0e9an:i=:~i~~~1:fl:rl by the author, .to t he lower level of popular
)

fiction.

.)__

It must be stressed, however, that at that level, it i s suff icient l y

entertaining .
10

The late seventies seem to mark the most intense period of Omotoso's

(]/
interest in revolutionary, socialist idea/ for The Scales
immed.iately followed by Shadows in the Horizon
I

of his works.

wC.the

~tt(i was
most revolutionary

The latter is a four-act play which Omotoso had to publish

on his own as no publisher would touch it.

Ironically, it has turned out

to be the first of his major works to be translated into Russian.

The play

is an optimistic socialist revision of the pessimistic treatment of the
theme of revolution presented in The C u r s e ~ : •:'.f'he'9ilays w-hl-en =:t>S

t;,

~edicated to the "the day when those who have not shall not be satisfied with

·,ttheir nothing_,'' centers attention on how the _wor-"kers of a- particular cc_:_mn1=ry

-

A

quickly regroup, recapture a revolution which had earlier been hijacked
from them and establish a worker's dictatorship.
I

The overthrown exploitative

class is represented by a businessman, an ex-soldier and a university
~

professor.

The play is more stylized than The Curse and~ audience mi ght
.

.

j

'

not immediately recognize the symbolic implicationsof the beginning action.
Omotoso's next work, a novel entitled To Borrow a Wandering Leaf ,
presents a group of administrative and intellectual elites undertaking a trip

11

reve[L(~
to the interior of Nigeria.

uhj

The trip becomes an eye opener with respect

Nigeria has continued to "wander" rather than develop.
~ ~ s d i r e c t e d economic planning stresses dependence on foreign aid rather
/

than self-relianceJ and the relationship between the city and the village,~~

weU

between the elites and the peopl~ is exploitative rather than collaborative.
Even the best among the elites, such as the character Kabina, find their
efforts to set things right frustrated by the system. ,x'radical socialist

... ···-----···· ---· ... 1-_ _________

'::r

·---------

Su ~ges f-eJ
c,.__
alternative is iirl i1nate-d as/\. solutio~through a Ghanaian character)

___________ -----·· --· --·-·· ------ -··

-

,,

~- -----·--·· ---~

·----·

c::i;~ficant l ~ alled K ~ f;h~~·~~~he narrative beauty of individual

pas$__ages is captivat~ng, -the nov_el as a whole 1£aves the read er disatisfied.
The complex multiple plot io

a:;a-~t:tt E

ssl uiis~t e:utd

1111

pr-6du..ce~ cit' +fu...re o...c.fc;., ~ ec

L6'-t

1!-~~

-h.-,.se j cA~av1.cJ(o7j,

been ,;:;_refolJJ socte.4e/tlt t::n eJ:iminM--e cn:f st&H with regdtd to them(s:....:brd

tZI-

The Form of the Af rican Novel is

Q

± ..

(t) YtJ

ooa~~~~s essay in which Omotoso

examines a selection of novels with the purpose of identifying the direction
in which ~

novelistic style is developing in Africa.

He sees a shif t

from the critical realism of the fifties and sixties to the "marvelous

I

12

realism" of the seventies.

The latter involves the use of varying levels

of folkloric fantasy in an essentially realistic narrative.
against identifying the trend as modernist.

He argues

He also observes that there

is a growing radicalization in the treatment of theme among leading
African novelists.

Although the topic of the essay is highly relevant, its

treatment is too thin and hasty to be impressive.
~

~

Memories of our Recent Boom, Omotoso returns once more to the theme

of the wrongful application of educational training earlier treated in
The Edifice and in To Borrow a Wandering Leaf.

_

Thanks to the indust ry

good

of his .mother, his - own intellectual endowments ..and the fortune of an
I\

overseas scholarship, Seven Alaka escapes the most abject village poverty
imaginable to become a stupendously rich contractor in the Nigeria of the
oil boom era.

Rather than use his enormous wealth and influence to bridge

the village-city, poor- rich gap, the self-adverti~ing Seven Alaka pursues
self-glorification.

all

He ends up dying

in a car a ccident on the day that should hav·e been his day of glory.

This

character ·-who bears a name with mythical significance - Seven - is the ultimate

13

1.-

reali,ation of earlier characters like Dele of The Edifice, Professor Akowe
and Kehinde George of To Borrow a Wandering Leaf.

This anti-materialist

narrative is lucid and even beautifully poeti~ especially i n t h e ~

e~~!J

C;!f1~cJ . ()_Omotoso's second b o o k ~ - The Theatrical into Theatre, is a more
A,

1

than the first/ be. ,.,9

impressive piece of scholarship/

~

.°"I

a fairly comprehensive survey of

the development of Caribbean drama and drama criticism. It examines how
the

'Z.

theatrical elements of earlier periods are being utili~ed with varying
{a.n9 " ' - 0 - ~ I

degrees of success to create modern drama.

J

It discusses performance, themes
"-

aE:d~~~~§Q--Of this drama.

Omotoso sees the future of Caribbean drama· in

the fostering of a "community of sensibilities" rather than a "community of

faiths" since the former unites while the latter fragments.

Furthermore
1

f

~+-s

the drama must go back to roots to exploit without colorr prejudice the

"

V

theatrical resources, oral and written, of all the people of any given
Caribbean state.

Not surprisingly, Omotoso see the greatest achievement of

(\I\ ~ w or-\ls
Caribbean drama

ai6-

6b

Derek Walcott,a social critic who "has repeatedly expressed

/\

the view that the political necessity of the West Indies is socialism, very
close to marxism.

Such a system he feels would serve to alleviate the

14

Q___.,

poverty of the masses

0

(p;f:513A,Jffi--/

All This i s t Be Seen is an account of Omotoso's extensive l iterary
journey through the Soviet Union between August and September, 1983.
The greater part of the book~gives details of visits to administrative,

-, "f:i

educational, cultural and economic establishments, duplicatea general

{ke,·.£.tzi'£
information contained in tourist guide book~ andAtends to bore.
these materials are interspersed with the more interesting introspective
chapters in which the author records his intellectual

and emotional responses

t o ~ Soviet peoples, Soviet history, politics, technologyJand cultural
pol:i,_cy and practices.
enthusiastic.

His response~ are highly positive,

The book is J.,t:ez::l aps C a

WUFe

;ie

f ,s;,.,

ev~ _

useful-as a record of the

history of Omotoso's ideological interest in the Soviet Union since 1961.
It also provides a wealth of information on matters such as Omotoso's
unpublished early works, his reason for abandoning t he detective series, t he

~,-s
source5of~inspiration for writing certain ~o~k:,;and the nature of Russian
literary influence on him.

The book is in a sense a restatement of Omotoso's

political and literary manifesto, and thus a summation of views expressed
0--I'<-r~
t: years.

in various media ia-lal
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The G u a r d i a n ( ~ ~ 9 June 1986
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Omoto sol\ as saying that the book was inspired by "a recognition of the

need for Nigerian literature to depict the multiplicity of the nation."
Describing the subject and form of the work, Omotoso says:
is neither here nor there.

It is not just fiction.

It is more of a mixture of both.

"Genre-wise, it

Neither is it plain facts.

What the Americans would call ,/Faction."l

Stylistically it is close to what you could call The New Journalism.
it is basically a historical affair .
to December 31, 1983.

It covers Nigeria from its inception

And the length?

Plus · an intimi dat i ng bibliography."
literary nature, the work i~ ~e: md

But

About five hundred pages (175,000 words).

Because of its historical, political and
lio9 ~ e e t
I

Bu~re response from the Nigerian

~

k,. ve_

public than~ any of his previous publications.
:Bro

~~e;;;;;;,,r; 5 I

0
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lif/ei ghing his publications as a whole,
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Omotoso is P,"imarily a novelist even though

he has written a number of plays and his teaching career is i n the fi eld
of drama.

The direction in his writing has clearly been
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radicalization of the content ofA fiction emg·n 2tut./'\...#££1~ expression
of a systematically firmer belief in socialism in the non-fictional works.
Although the quality of his writings has not been altogether even,
although there is evidence of haste in the proof%eading of many works,
v

l--z: Wf
and although the dexterity one expects from Omotcee at this stage in the

de+=<°C;~
v/

the handling of the technicalities of fiction is still a little sh

16 ef

:expeetatiaa, there is absolutely no doubt that Omotoso, who is already an

important writer, has steadily been acquiring what it takes to become a
h,t\M.d (,~

great African writer.

His

n~

of languagj which has consistently been

the ?ource of aesthetic satisfaction in th iii F<.ucU g _ :cf his works has
/

-

-

~

s,isten:&tfi.&ily improved; his tone is no longer shaky and juvenile but firm

and philosophical; and there is a noticeable tendency beginning with Memories
of our Recent Boom to abandon the slim text of the early period for the more
ambitious, voluminous novel.
';J
is a little more care, a

All Omotoso needs to overcome his shortcomings

re~+e,

~~tlY patient:

abtention to details.

INTERVIEWS
Bernth Lindfors, "Kole Omotoso Interviewed 11

I

(1973): 2 - 12'
I
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Fagbamigbe, 1978);
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Fagbamigbe, 1979; revised edition, Lagos:
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SELECTED PERIODICAL PUBLICATION£0
UNCOLLECTED: "The Child Next-door,"~
Times (Lagos), 14 April 1974;
"The End ofjohnbool," Top Life (May 1979): 29-29,
50-51;
"The Woman .ind the Goat," Sunday Concord
(Lagos), 9 M;rch 1980;
"With Comic Commencement," Okike, 17 (1980):
46-49;
"Secret Hist9ries," by Omotoso and Adewale MajaPearcejjndex on Censorship, 18, no. 2 (1989):
14-1~'
Kole Omotoso belongs to, and indeed personifies, the second generation of Nigerian writers.
From the outset he began to address a local audience, often using local publishers and employing an
artistic style that is accessible to common people.
He is a fearless social critic whose creative writing
and frequent presentations in the news media reveal
the tragic situation of the common man and criticize
the Nigerian intellectual, political, and business elite
who are given to materialism and the perpetuation
of neocolonialism. In spite of an asthmatic condition, Omotoso is energetic, tirelessly attending to
many commitments, one of which involves promoting the interests of the Association of Nigerian Authors (ANA) . He was national secretary for this
association from its inception in 1981 until 1984
and served as its national president from 1986 to
1987.
Omotoso was born on 21 April 1943 in Akure
and obtained his early education in local schools
and at King's College, Lagos. His academic degrees
were earned at the University of Ibadan (B.A. in
French and Arabic, 1968) and the University of
Edinburgh (Ph.D. in modern Arabic literature,
1972). He lectured briefly (1972-1976) at Ibadan
before being hired by the University of Ife. He is
married to a Barbadian, and they have a daughter
and two sons.
Omotoso start/ writing while in primary
school. The inspiration to write came both from
listening in the evenings to the telling of tales during
traditional family folktale sessions and from observing his uncle Olaiya Fagbamigbe, who wrote and
published in Yoruba. Omotoso began by transcribing for the pleasure of fellow pupils the tales he had
heard. This writing was done in Yoruba, his native
tongue, but by the 1960s, when he was a secondaryschool pupil his stories started appearing in Radio
Times, Flamingo, and other media, he, like most
Nigerian writers of his generation, had abandoned
2
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the mother tongue for English. Omotoso, whose
father died while he was in primary school, has
always been adventurous, which is evident in his
selection, in his se1:ectnm of Arabic as a major in
college, even though he had no previous knowledge
of the language. His adventurousness it also manifest in his attempts at various times to do creative
writing in French and Arabic. Omotoso's initial
plan had been to enter the foreign service, but
circumstances compelled him to abandon this ambition.
His first novel, The Edifice (1971), was started
in 1969, barely three months after Omotoso enrolled for graduate studies at Edinburgh. Writing
the novel, Omotoso disclosed to Peter Nazareth,
was a therapeutic exercise in coping with the hostile
aspects of his new environment. The project and its
success enabled him to reject the idea of giving up
his studies to return to Nigeria. The novel shows a
young man's strained relationship with his white
wife, Daisy, especially on his return from Britain to
Nigeria. His hypocritical radicalism is also exposed.
Omotoso makes good use of irony in his characterization of this protagonist.
Omotoso's second novel, The Combat (1972),
written in Nigeria, records his reaction to the Nigerian civil war (1967-1970). The issues raised in the
novel had been touched upon in two earlier short
stories: "The Nightmares of an Arch Rebel" and
"Isaac" (later included in the collection Miracles and
Other Stories, 1973). In The Combat Omotoso departs
from the realistic method of The Edffue and employs
allegory to expose the absurdity of the Nigerian
civil war. He depicts two close friends, Chuku and
Ojo, who symbolize the two sides in the war. The
two men compound the stupidity of a frivolous
personal quarrel by escalating it into an international military conflict. While ridiculing the major
participants in the combat, Omotoso shows deep
concern for the common man, represented by an
orphan named Isaac, who becomes the victim of the
absurd political game. Even though, in his 1973
interview with Bernth Lindfors, Omotoso faults
himself with "a complete failure of tone" in the
novel, there is no doubt that the plot works as an
allegory. The gripping, suspenseful story is brief
and universally valid. Furthermore~he maintains a
careful balance between comedy and tragedy, and
the racy prose amuses while sub tly underscoring
the tragedy of the subject matter.
Omotoso's next publication, Miracles and Other
Stories, comprises six stories that focus on children
and are written in a language accessible to children,
but they are not really meant for children. Omotoso
3
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uses the;/ stories to prick the consciences of his
Nigerian adult readers who are responsible for the
neglect and tragic circumstances of poor children.
The stories also address vital national issues of
primary concern to adults. The title story, for instance, suggests synthesizing usable elements from
both past and modern contact with the West to
achieve self-reliance, thereby solving the problem of
underdevelopment. All the stories except "The
Happy Boy," which is an allegorically composed
modern folktale, are realistic. All are brief, dramatic, and absorbing.
Fellas Choice (1974) is Omotoso's attempt at
starting an African tradition in the genre of the
detective novel. The book is fashioned after the
James Bond series, and Omotoso's objective was to
win Nigerian youths away from Western detective
fiction and the ideology it propagates. In Fella 's
Choice Omotoso tempers the heroic individualism
characteristic of the Western detective novel with
an emphasis on communal ethics. Even though
Fella remains the prime mover, the success of his
actions at critical moments always depends on the
cooperative effort of his gang as a united body. The
novel's them~hich concerns neutralizing the antiAfrican designs of the secret agents of apartheid
South Africa, has political importance.
relationship between Africa's past ansW_ts
futur
recurrent theme in Omotoso's worksl:Js
them~ focus in his next novel, Sacrifice (1974). In
this narrative, set in Akure, Omotoso's hometown,
Dr. Siwaju is faced with the moral predicament of
being a medical doctor in the same town as his
mother, who has refused to abandon the profession
of prostitution from which she had earned the
money to give him an education. The allegorical
nature of the narrative is made obvious in the dialogue and correspondence between Dr. Siwaju and
Flor, his wife. Africa, the novel suggests, has first to
understand and come to terms with its past, however sordid, before it can move forward. The story,
rendered in naturalistic detail and making use of
first person narration, is concerned with Dr.
Siwaju's search for identity.
Omotoso's next published book, the one-act
play The Curse (1976), is in the parabolic style. A
misused servant overthrows his rich, vulgar, and
sadistic master but immediately begins to behave
worse than the old master had. The play is pessimistic and ambiguous. If it refers to history and power
aggrandizement on the part of successive ruling
social classes, Omotoso has unfortunately ignored
the qualitative differences between these classes.
But his real concern seems to be with the situation

--
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in which some of those who fought together with
others in a revolution sometimes turn to usurping
power and perverting the revolution to serve personal goals. There is limited stylization in characterization and some exaggeration in the use of details.
The Scale (1976) is another attempt at the genre
of the detective novel. As in his first one, Omotoso
jettisons individualism and underscores communalism as the basis of heroism. The novel is also
Omotoso's most socialist work up to that time. The
hero, Barri, who at various stages in his ideological
development recalls Ofeyi and Demakin of Wole
Soyinka' s Season ef Anomy (1973) , organizes a commune of fighters in the fashion of Ayi K:wef protagonis~inf.A~mah's Two Thousand Seasons (1973) and
defeats (Thief Daniran, an obvious symbolic representation of the callous, rich exploiters of the poor
in the society. While echoing the Soyinka and
Armah novels, The Scale never achieves their artistic
grandeur, belonging, as intended, to the level of
popular fiction. At that level, however, it is sufficiently entertaining.
The late 1970s seemed to mark the most intense period of Omotoso's interest in revolutionary,
socialist ideas, for The Scales was immediately followed by Shadows in the Horizon (1977), clearly the
most revolutionary of his works. It is a four-act
play, which Omotoso had to publish on his own as
no publisher would touch it. Ironically it was the
first of his major works to be translated into a
foreign language (Russian). The play is an optimistic, socialist revision of the pessimistic treatment of
the theme of revolution presented in The Curse.
Dedicated to~ "the day when those who have not
shall not be satisfied with their nothing," Shadows
centers on how the workers of a particular country
quickly regroup, recapture a revolution that had
earlier been taken away from them, and establish a
workers' dictatorship. The overthrown exploitative
class is represented by a businessman, a former
soldier, and a university professor. The play is
more stylized than The Curse, and an audience might
no t immediately recognize the symbolic implications of the beginning action.
Omotoso's next work, the novel To Borrow a
Wandering Leef (1978), presents a group of administrative and intellectual elites undertaking a trip to
the interior of Nigeria. The trip reveals why Nigeria
has continued to "wander" rather than develop.
Misdirected economic planning stresses dependence
on foreign aid rather than self-reliance; and the
relationship between the city and the village, as well
as between the elite and the ·common people, is
exploitative rather than collaborative. Even the best
5
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among the elite, such as the character Kobina, find
their efforts to set things right frustrated by the
system. Through a Ghanaian character significantly
named Kwame, a radical socialist alternative is suggested as a solution. Though the narrative beauty of
individual passages is captivating, the novel as a
whole can leave the reader dissatisfied. The complex multiple plot produces diffuse action and a
confused chronology.
The form of the Aftican Novel (1979) is a long
essay in which Omotoso examines a selection of
novels with the purpose of identifying the direction
in which novelistic style is developing in Africa. He
sees a shift from the critical realism of the 1950s and
1960s to the "marvelous realism" of the 1970s. The
latter involves the use of varying levels of folkloric
fantasy in an essentially realistic narrative. He argues against identifying the trend as modernist. He
also observes that, among leading African novelists,
there is a growing radicalization in the treatment of
themes. Although the topic of the essay is highly
relevant, its treatment is too thin and hasty to be
impressive.
In his novel Memories of Our Recent Boom (1982)
Omotoso returns once more to the theme of the
wrongful application of educational training, which
he treated earlier in The Edffu:e and To Borrow a
Wandering Leef. Thanks to the industry of protagonist Seven Alaka's y( mother, his own intellectual
endowments, and the good fortune of an overseas
scholarship, Seven escapes abject village poverty to
become a rich contractor in the Nigeria of the oilboom era. Rather than use his enormous wealth and
influence to bridge the village city, poor rich gaps,
the self-advertising Seven pursues all types of bourgeois comfort and self-glorification. He ends up
dying in a car accident on the day that should have
been his day of glory. This character, who bears a
name with mythical, numerical significance, is the
ultimate realization of earlier characters, such as the
protagonist,._ Dele..._ of The Edifice, and Professor
Akowe and Kehinde George of To Borrow a Wandering Leef. Memories, an antimaterialist narrative, is
lucid and poetic, especially in the early chapters.
Omotoso's second critical book, The Theatrical
into Theatre (1982), is a more impressive piece of
scholarship \ than the first, being a fairly comprehensive survey of the development of Caribbean
drama and drama criticism. Omotoso examines
how the theatrical elements of earlier periods are
being utilized with varying degrees of success to
create drama. He discusses performances, language,
a nd themes of this new drama. Omotoso sees the
future of Caribbean drama in the fostering of a
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"community of sensibilities" rather than a "community of faiths," because the former unites while the
latter fragments. Furthermore the drama must go
back to its roots to exploit, without color prejudice,
the theatrical resources, oral and written, of all the
people of any Caribbean state. Not surprisingly
Omotoso sees the greatest achievement of Caribbean drama in the works of Derek Walcott, a social
critic who "ias repeatedly expressed the view that
the politicafnecessity of the West Indies is socialism, very close to marxism. Such a system he feels
would serve to alleviate the poverty of the masses."
All This Must Be Seen (1986), his next major
publication, is an account of Omotoso's extensive
journey through the Soviet Union between August
and September 1983. The greater part of the book
gives details of visits to administrative, educational,
cultural, and economic establishments, and duplicates general information contained in tourist guidebooks; therefore, it tends to be boring. Fortunately,
these materials are interspersed with morefinteresting introspective chapters in which Omotoso records his intellectual and emotional responses to
Soviet people, history, politics, technology, and cultural policy and practices. His responses are highly
positive, even enthusiastic. The book is useful as a
record of the history of Omotoso's ideological interest in the Soviet Union since 1961- It also provides
a wealth of information on matters such as his
unpublished early works, his reason for abandoning
the detective genre, the sources of his inspiration for
writing certain works, and the nature of Russian
literary influence on him. The book is in a sense a
restatement of Omotoso's political and literary manifesto, and thus it is a summation of views he has
expressed in various media over the years.
Just Before Dawn (1988) is the most ambitious
and impressive novel Omotoso has written. It employs the innovative narrative method of a new
genre, "faction," which conflates historical facts and
fiction. The book provides the essential details of a
century of Nigeria's history from the 1880s, in the
colonial times, to the collapse of the Second Republic in 1983. The root of Nigeria's postcolonial instability, characterized mainly by ethnic rivalry, is
traced to the divide-and-rule policy of the British
colonial administration. The British maintained
power during colonialism by pitting the less-developed, but favored, North against the more advanced South, but they also sought to assure continued control by establishing at independence a constitutional arrangement that would perpetuate ethnic divisiveness. The equally bitter personal rivalries among Nigerian civilian and military politicians
7
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and the elite, who are all depicted as corrupt, selfish, and unmindful of the common people, further
aggravated the already-tragic situation.
As fiction, Just Before Dawn rejects the strict,
linear chronology of history and adopts a near-circular plot structure that traces the political intrigues
of Nigerian historical characters. The story is captivating throughout, and its hold on the reader owes
much to Omotoso's judicious disposition of his massive materials and the selection and arrangement of
characters and incidents. Swiftly changing scenes
produce cinematographic close-ups with vivid descriptions of public and private figures, historical
and domestic events, private thoughts and political
actions, and acts of courage and cowardice. Individual histories are dexterously woven into, and reflect, national history at every stage. Just Before
Dawn is an interpretation of Nigeria's history by a
nationalist, populist, southern Nigerian intellectual;
as an interpretation, it is bound to be controversial
in spite of the evident attempt at narrative objectivity.
Weighing his publications as a whole, one can
say that Omotoso is primarily a novelist, even
though he has written plays and has a teaching
career in the field of drama. The direction in his
writing has clearly been toward a gradual radicalization, as well as toward expression of a systematically firmer belief in socialism. Although the quality
of his writing has not been altogether even, although there is evidence of haste in the proofreading of many works, and although the dexterity one
expects from him in the handling of the technicalities of fiction is still a little deficient, there is absolutely no doubt that Omotoso, already an important
writer, has steadily been acquiring what it takes to
become a great African writer. His handling of language, which has consistently been the source of
aesthetic satisfaction in his works, has improved;
his tone is no longer shaky and juvenile but is firm
and philosophical; and there is a noticeable tendency, beginning with Memories q[Our Recent Boom, to
abandon the slimness of the early books for more/
ambitious, voluminous novels. All Omotoso needs
to overcome his shortcomings is a little more care, a
greater attention to details.
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Dear Professor Lindfors,
I wish to apologize for not meeting the December 24 deadline in spite of
your reminders . Tried as I might, I could not find the time to read the book
until after Christmas. I hope you still find it possible to insert the enclosed
remarks on Jus t Before Dawn.
Happy New Year!
Sincerely,

F. Odun Balogun

Just Before Dawn is the most ambitious and i mpressive work Omotoso has
yet written.

It employs the innovative narrative method of the new genre,

Faction, which conflates historical facts and fiction.

As history, the work provides the essential details of a century of

Nigeria's history from the 1880's in the colonial times to the collapse of the
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of the British colonial administration. The latter not only maintained power
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The equally bitter personal rivalries among

Nigerian civilian and military politicians and el ites, who

are depicted as corrupt, selfish, and unmindful of the common man, further aggravate the already tragic situation.
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and adopts a near-circular plot structure that traces the political intrigues of
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Individual histories are dexterfously woven into, and
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reflect, the national history at every stage.
Just Before Dawn is an interpretation of Nigeria's history by a nationalist,
pro-common man, Southern Nigerian intellectual; and as an interpretation, it is
bound to be con.troversial in spite of the author's ev ident attempt at narrative
objectivity.
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